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● No human managers

● Data-driven algorithms evaluate Airbnb listings

● How these algorithms exactly work is not 
known
● Opaque by design

Search results are driven by 
opaque algorithms





Research Questions

● How do Airbnb hosts feel about their listings being 
evaluated by semi-transparent algorithms?

● How do hosts’ work practices change in response 
to the way they perceive such algorithms?
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Methods

● Qualitative Study
○ May - August 2017
○ 15 semi-structured interviews

■ Current Airbnb hosts
■ Broad age-range, occupations, countries, 

balancing gender composition
○ Interpretive qualitative analysis



● Developing an understanding of host perceptions
● Creating content and communications to address 

hosts’ perceptions of algorithms
● Designing feature updates based on hosts’ 

attitudes and behaviors

Implications for Airbnb



Summary of Findings

● Our participants (Airbnb hosts) perceived a double 
negotiation with guests and with algorithms.

● Perceptions of uncertainty and lack of control 
complicated the double negotiation, creating anxiety.

● In response, our participants engaged in coping 
strategies.



Double Negotiation



noun

The uncertain process of appealing to both 
the subjective perceptions of humans and the 
uncompromising logic of opaque algorithms 
at the same time.

Dou·ble Ne·go·ti·a·tion



Attracting guests

Double Negotiation

Interacting with 
algorithms

HOST



Attracting guests
● Guest reviews
● Talking to guests
● Using their own 

experiences as 
guests

Double Negotiation

HOST



Interacting with 
algorithms
● Awareness of 

algorithms
● Believing that 

algorithm ranks 
listings

Double Negotiation

HOST



“You could sort through guests as they start 
putting in requests, but that would affect your 
rating if you were to say ‘no’ to people all the 
time. So it’s better to do it in the system – to 
either incentivize those longer stays or to set the 
minimum rather than just say ‘no’ to a bunch of 
people hoping you’ll fish around and get a 
longer-term one.

P-07 

Double Negotiation



Control and Uncertainty in a 
Double Negotiation



Perceived control

MORE CONTROLLESS CONTROL

Cancellation 
Rate

Listing Price

Profile 
Details

Tenure as 
Host

Location



Perceived uncertainty

Cancellation 
Rate

Location

Reviews

Instant 
booking

Profile 
details

MORE CERTAINTYLESS CERTAINTY



“I don’t like changing the listing title every day 
because I might spend half an hour of my time 
every day, and then maybe it’s not worth it. . . I 
still do it because there’s lots of blogs and stuff 
saying that you need to do it, and I don’t want to 
lose reservations.

P-15 

Perceived uncertainty



Anxiety



Algorithmic anxiety

● Dealing with appealing to potential guests
● Shared understanding of social situations
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Algorithmic anxiety

● Dealing with appealing to potential guests
● Shared understanding of social situations

● Dealing with algorithms
● Ambiguous set of rules
● Compounds anxiety of hosts

● Concern that actions will be deemed negative



“So, I see that you ask a number of questions as 
to why you are saying no to this guest. And 
usually it’s got nothing to do with color, race, 
culture. Nothing. Nothing for me. It’s got other 
factors. But if I don’t answer correctly, I think, 
‘Uh oh. I’m going to be punished.’

P-04 

Algorithmic anxiety



Coping Strategies



Reverse-engineering search

● Read Online forums
● Airbnb engineering team’s blog posts
● Experimental approach



Conclusions



The Double Negotiation

Do other platforms also have double negotiation?

Humans Machines



The Double Negotiation



Addressing algorithmic anxiety

● Platforms can assuage anxiety

● Key axes: Control and Uncertainty

● Add information, provide control



Questions?
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